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12. Church Organization and Unity (4Q 2018—Oneness in Christ) 

 

Biblical material: Eph. 5:23-27; Matt. 20:25-28; Titus 1:9; Matt. 16:19; Gal. 6:1, 2; 

Matt. 28:18-20. 

 

Quotes 

• How can we live in harmony? First we need to know we are all madly in love 

with the same God. Thomas Aquinas 

• To a true child of God, the invisible bond that unites all believers to Christ is far 

more tender, and lasting, and precious; and, as we come to recognize and realize 

that we are all dwelling in one sphere of life in Him, we learn to look on every 

believer as our brother, in a sense that is infinitely higher than all human 

relationships. This is the one and only way to bring disciples permanently 

together. All other plans for promoting the unity of the Church have failed. A.T. 

Pierson 

• Believers are never told to become one; we already are one and are expected to 

act like it. Joni Eareckson-Tada 

• The only way it is possible to have one mind is to have the mind of God derived 

from the unity of the Spirit of God, a unity which comes only when believers find 

the will of God and give themselves unselfishly and unstintingly to its fulfillment. 

John F. Walvoord  

• God cares nothing about our manmade divisions and groups and is not interested 

in our self-righteous, hair-splitting, and religious, man-made formulas and 

organizations. He wants you to recognize the UNITY of the body of Christ. M.R. 

DeHaan 

• Church isn’t the sort of thing you can go to. You can be the church, you can 

become the church, you can even do church, but you can’t go to church…You’re 

the church whenever you’re with other Christians in such a way that you depend 

on each other enough that to do it you have to die to yourself. In that situation and 

almost only in that situation, can you love each other, serve each other, live in 

unity, and speak the truth to each other in love the way Ephesians 4 teaches. John 

F. Alexander 

• All organization that is not of God is a mere makeshift for the time being. There is 

no true organization but that which is of God. And it is only life that is the source 

of organization. Organization is not the source of life. Life produces organization. 

Therefore, for God to have a reorganization of only the General Conference that is 

in session here, demands that God’s life shall reach us anew and in fuller measure 

than ever yet it has. And whomsoever it is that God shall reach by that life of His, 

that is organization; and whomsoever He shall reach by that life of His in greater 

measure, that is reorganization. Therefore I have read this verse; for this is the 

beginning of life. All true organization comes from God to men by the grace of 

God, which is the gift of God Himself to men. Alonzo T. Jones 

 

Questions 

 How much church organization is too little, and how much is too much? What is 

the relationship between unity and organization? Can more church authority produce 
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unity? In what ways have we as a faith community changed since our beginning, 

especially in regard to organization and structure? Are we more united? 

 

Bible summary 

  Eph. 5:23-27 speaks of the marriage relationship as an example for the church. In 

Matt. 20:25-28 Jesus emphasizes servant leadership. Titus 1:9 gives qualities of Christian 

leaders. Jesus gave authority to his followers (Matt. 16:19). We are to carry one another’s 

burdens (Gal. 6:1, 2). Matt. 28:18-20 is the Great Commission.  

 

Comment 

 This week’s lesson raises many questions. While we may agree that the church 

provides coordination and leadership, is it true that it is crucial for mission and unity? 

Jesus said very little about how the church was to be organized, except that it was to be 

totally unlike any hierarchical system of government. He gave no explicit directions as to 

how it was to function, which policies were to be implemented, or how leaders were to be 

chosen etc. The early church organized slowly as it became necessary to face the 

challenges of the day. The same applies to the early Adventist church, which in the 

beginning was very anti-organizational due to bad experiences in previous churches.  

 In many ways organization and policy structures etc. become necessary only as 

the zeal of mission fades. When Paul and Barnabas first set sail on their missionary 

journey I’m sure church organization was the last thing on their minds! Once churches 

were established, it was left to Christians to operate on Christian principles in the way in 

which they dealt with one another and those outside the church. However because of 

human nature, Paul saw it necessary to appoint “overseers” to lead the work and to make 

sure there was not confusion. But in no way was organization meant to replace 

missionary zeal, nor were policies to be adopted instead of adherence to fundamental 

principles. In Acts 15 the recommendations of the Jerusalem Council were simply to 

make sure that there was no barrier to spreading the truth wherever the Lord was leading. 

It was not seen as an organizational mandate that gave administrative control to a few.  

 So, for example, the issue of “church discipline” as examined in the lesson is a 

reflection of a falling away from the truth, rather than a close following of “first love.” 

Both those disciplining, and those disciplined, can easily learn misguided lessons about 

power and authority. So when it comes to unity, “The exercise of force is contrary to the 

principles of God’s government.”
 
Desire of Ages, p.22.  

 So too with mission. Did the disciples need church organization to go out and 

witness for their risen Lord? While we may have multiplied committees and procedures 

and policies to authorize the deployment of missionaries, we have to admit that all this is 

not absolutely necessary for the spreading of the gospel. The amazing spread of the good 

news in China without the usual church structure tells us that while we may place great 

store in organization, the Holy Spirit can and does operate without any need for our 

organization!  

 The true source of unity is in our shared faith in our loving Lord, who calls us to a 

community of belief in him, following his ways and looking forward to his return. While 

we may organize our work and methods in certain ways, this is only to support the 

mission of the church. In and of itself it is not the message, it is only the vehicle for it. 
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James White on Organization 

“Organization was designed to secure unity of action, and as a protection from 

imposture. It was never intended as a scourge to compel obedience, but rather for the 

protection of the people of God. Christ does not drive his people; he calls them. ‘My 

sheep hear my voice, I know them, and they follow me.’ Our Living Head leads the way, 

and calls his people to follow. Human creeds cannot produce unity. Church force cannot 

press the church into one body. Christ never designed that human minds should be 

moulded for heaven by the influence of other human minds. ‘The head of every man is 

Christ.’ His part is to lead, and to mould, and to stamp his own image upon the heirs of 

eternal glory. However important organization may be for the protection of the church, 

and to secure harmony of action, it must not come in to take the discipline from the hands 

of the Master.” James White, Advent Review and Sabbath Herald, Jan. 4, 1881.  

“Human creeds stand unyieldingly against the progress of light and truth; they 

bind the consciences of many, and stifle the voice of truth, that, were it otherwise, would 

cheer the hearts of the faithful, and arouse the sinner to flee from coming wrath. Human 

creeds may have the credit of holding together vast bodies of men professing 

Christianity; but it must be acknowledged that within their embrace are all the 

corruptions and damning sins of the age. Slavery and oppression in every form, pride, 

love of riches and all the lusts of the flesh are there.” Advent Review and Sabbath Herald, 

March 28, 1854, p.76. 

 

Ellen White Comments 

   We fully believe in church organization; but this is not to prescribe the exact way 

in which we should work, for not all minds are to be reached by the same methods. 

Nothing is to be allowed to keep the servant of God from his fellow men. {6T 116}   

 As our numbers increased, it was evident that without some form of organization 

there would be great confusion, and the work would not be carried forward successfully. 

To provide for the support of the ministry, for carrying the work in new fields, for 

protecting both the churches and the ministry from unworthy members, for holding 

church property, for the publication of the truth through the press, and for many other 

objects, organization was indispensable. Yet there was strong feeling against it among 

our people. The first-day Adventists were opposed to organization, and most of the 

Seventh-day Adventists entertained the same ideas. We sought the Lord with earnest 

prayer that we might understand His will, and light was given by His Spirit that there 

must be order and thorough discipline in the church--that organization was essential…     

We had a hard struggle in establishing organization. {TM 26}   

 The church is built upon Christ as its foundation; it is to obey Christ as its head. It 

is not to depend upon man, or be controlled by man. Many claim that a position of trust in 

the church gives them authority to dictate what other men shall believe and what they 

shall do. This claim God does not sanction. {DA 414} 

 A great mistake has been made in the exercise of human authority in God’s work, 

and I am bidden to proclaim the message: “Break every yoke, and let the oppressed go 

free.” I am bidden to say to church members, “Arise, shine; for thy light is come, and the 

glory of the Lord is risen upon thee.” (Isaiah 60:1.)  {8MR 204.1} 
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